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Abstract 
We show that the nth symmetric product of a continuum is unicoherent if n Z 3. We prove 
that the arc is the only finite dimensional continuum for which its second symmetric product is 
homeomorphic to its hyperspace of subcontinua, and that for any finite dimensional continuum X 
its hyperspace of subcontinua is not homeomorphic to its nth symmetric product for any 71 > 3. 
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Introduction 
Let X be a topological space and let 12 be a positive integer. Then _Fn(X) = {A c 
X 1 A has at most n points} is called the nth symmetric product of X. Symmetric prod- 
ucts were defined by Borsuk and Ulam (see [2]) in 1931. They studied the symmetric 
products of the unit interval Z and showed that _&(Z) is homeomorphic to Zn for 
rz E {1,2,3}, that &(I) IS not embedable in the Euclidean space IP for any n > 3, 
and that dim .Fr’,, (1) = n for each R. In 1949 Borsuk claimed that the third symmetric 
product of the unit circle S’ was homeomorphic to S’ x S2, where S2 is the two sphere 
(see [l]) but, in 1952, Bott showed that actually &(S]) is homeomorphic to the three 
sphere S” (see [3]). In 1957, Molski proved that &(I*) is homeomorphic to 14, that 
3n(Z’) cannot be embedded in R2” and that 32(P) cannot be embedded in JR2”, for 
any 71 3 3 (see [13]). In 1985 Illanes proved that if X is a locally connected normal 
space then 3n (X) is unicoherent for n > 3. 
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We will show the following: 
Theorem 8. Zf X is a continuum then for each n 3 3, each map from 3,(X) into the 
unit circle, S’, is homotopic to a constant map. In particular we have that 3n(X) is 
t&coherent for each n > 3. 
Theorem 9. Let X be a fkite-dimensional continuum such that C(X) is homeomorphic 
to 32(X) then X is homeomorphic to [0, 11. 
Theorem 12. Let X be a finite-dimensional continuum. If n 3 3 then 3n(X) is not 
homeomorphic to C(X). 
Definitions 
If (2, d) is a metric space, then given A c 2 and E > 0, the open ball around A of 
radius E is denoted by Ye(A). The symbols Z, N, and lR will denote the set of integers, 
the set of positive integers and the reals, respectively. 
A continuum is a nonempty, compact, connected, metric space. A subcontinuum of a 
space 2 is a continuum contained in 2. A continuum X is unicoherent provided that if 
X = A U B, where A and B are proper subcontinua of X, then A r3 B is connected. 
An n-od (n 2 3) is a continuum X which contains a subcontinuum Y such that the 
complement of Y in X is the union of n nonempty mutually separated sets. An arc is 
any space homeomorphic to [0, 11. A free arc in a continuum X is an arc (Y c X such 
that Intx (o) # 0. A point e of a continuum is said to be an end point if it is an end point 
of every arc which contains it. A point b of a continuum is called a branch point if it is 
an end point of at least three arcs which have b as its unique common point. A graph is 
a continuum which can be written as the union of finitely many arcs any two of which 
are either disjoint or intersect only in one or both of their end points. A tree is a graph 
which contains no simple closed curve. 
Given a continuum X, we define its hyperspaces as the following sets: 
2x = {A c X 1 A is closed and nonempty}, 
C(X) = {A E 2x 1 A is a connected}, 
3n(X) = {A E 2x 1 A has at most n points} (n E PI), 
3(X) = {A E 2x 1 A is finite}. 
Let us observe that for each n E N, 3n(X) c 3n+i (X) and that 
3(X) = 5 3n(X). 
n=l 
On the other hand, it is known that 2x is a metric space with the Hausdorff metric, ti, 
defined as follows: 
‘H(A, B) = inf{e > 0 I A c V,(B) and B c VE(A)}, 
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(see [ 15, (O.l)]), and in fact, 2x and C(X) are arcwise connected continua (see 115, 
(1.13) I). It is also known that each &(X) is a continuum (see [21), and then F(X) is 
a connected space. 
On C(X) we can define a real-valued function 
/L : C(X) -+ [O, 00) 
called a Whitney map which satisfies the following: 
(i) I_L is continuous; 
(ii) for every z E X, b({z}) = 0; 
(iii) if A c B and A # B then p(A) < p(B) (see [1_5, (0.50)]). 
Whitney maps may also be defined on 2x. 
Given a map f : X -+ Y between continua, we will consider the induced maps 
2f : 2” ---f 2y, C(f) : C(X) --f C(Y), and for each m E N, J%(f) :&(X) 4 &(Y) 
defined by 2f(A) = f(A), C(f)(A) = f(A), and FVL(A) = f(A) for each m E N. 
These functions are continuous, and note that 2flc(x) = C(f), and 2fl~~(x) = Fm(f). 
An inverse sequence is a “double sequence” {X,, f,“+‘} of spaces X, and maps 
f,“+’ : XTL_t, --) x,. The spaces X, are called coordinate spaces and the maps f,“+’ 
are called bonding maps. Given an inverse sequence {X,, f$’ }, the inverse limit of 
{X,, fz+‘}, denoted by l@{X,, f,“+‘}, is defined as 
For each k E N, the map fit : 1$(X,, f:+‘} --f XI, will be the restriction of the 
projection map 
to lim{X,, f,“+‘}. 
It is known that if {X,, f,“+’ } . IS an inverse sequence of continua then its inverse 
limit, @{X,, fz+‘}, is a continuum (see [15, (l.lSS)]). 
Theorems 
We begin with some preliminary lemmas. 
Lemma 1 [15, (1.156)]. Let {X,,fg+‘} b e an inverse sequence, For each m E N, let 
&(X,, f,“+‘) = {f;‘(U) 1 U is an open subset ofXm}. Let 
WX,, .f:+‘) = 6 &r&(X,, f,“+‘). 
m=I 
Then, B(K, f,“+‘) is a basefor the topologyfor 1$(X,, f,“+‘}. 
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Lemma 2 [15, (1.160)]. Let {X,, f,“+‘} b e an inverse sequence of continua and let X, 
denote lim{X,, f,“+’ }. Let A be a closed subset of X,. For each n E N, let gEf’ denote 
the restztion of f,“+’ to fn+l (A). Then gt+’ ( fn+ I (A)) = fn (A) for each n E W and, 
hence Un(A), Gf’} 1s an inverse sequence with onto bonding maps. Furthermore, 
l@{f~(A),$+‘} = A = 
and we consider n,“=, fn (A) as being contained in n,“=, X, by inclusion. 
Theorem 3 [6, p. 1831. Any continuum is homeomorphic to an inverse limit 
lE{ P,, fn”+‘} 
where the spaces P, are compact connected polyhedra. 
One of the important features of inverse limits is that it commutes with the operation 
of taking hyperspaces. For the statement of this fact let us adopt the following notations. 
Let X be a continuum and assume that X = lim{X,, fz+‘}, where each X, is a 
continuum. Then we have several induced inver& sequences, namely, {2x-, 2fz”}, 
{C(X,),C(f,“+‘)}, and f or each m t N, {_71m(X,), Fm(f,“+‘)}. Let 
2$ = lim(2x”, 2f:+‘}, cx(m = l~(c(xn),c(fian+l!}, 
and, for each m E N, 
F: = lim{z?&J,.Mf,“+‘)}. 
Theorem 4 [ 15, ( 1.169)]. Let X be a continuum and assume that 
x = l&n{X,,, fn”+‘}, 
where each of the spaces is a continuum. Let 22 and C,(X) as above. Then 2: is 
homeomorphic to 2x and C,(X) is homeomorphic to C(X). Furthermore there is a 
homeomorphism h : 22 + 2x such that h(C,(X)) = C(X). 
Lemma 5. Let {X,, f,“+’ } b e an inverse sequence of discrete spaces. If 
x, = 1*(x,, .+I} 
then X, is totally disconnected. 
Proof. To show that X, is totally disconnected, it is enough to see that given two distinct 
points, {z~},“,, and {yn}rz,, of X, then there exists an open and closed subset, V, 
of X, such that {z~}~I~ E V and {Ye}:=, $ V. Since {z,}rJ, # {yln}FEt, there 
exists an m E N such that zm # ym. Then V = f;’ ({zm}) is an open and closed 
subset of X, containing {z~}~=, and not containing (y,)F=, _ Therefore, X, is totally 
disconnected. 0 
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Corollary 6. Let X be a continuum and assume that X = 12(X,, fE+‘}, where each 
space X, is a continuum. For each m f N, let 32 (X) as above. Then 3,“(X) is 
homeomorphic to 3m(X), for every m E W. 
Proof. The homeomorphism of Theorem 4, is defined as follows (see [IS, p. 1721): given 
an element {A,}:=, of 2;, then 
I),({&}:,) = l~{&J~+‘l~~+,)- 
Let m E N be given. If {An}~=, E 3:(X) then {&,~~+‘IA,+,} is an in- 
verse sequence of discrete spaces with at most ‘rn points. By Lemma 5, we have 
‘@ {A,, f;+‘ln,+, IS a totally disconnected space and by [14, Lemma 11, we have 
that l${A7..f~+‘/’ } h &+I as at most m components. Hence 
+J,}:,) = l~{&J:+‘l~.i+,} E 3,,,(X). 
If A t 3T,,(X) then, by Lemma 2, we have that 
Thus {fn(A)}Ezl E 3:(X) and h ({.,fn(A)}rEl) = A. Thus, h (3%(X)) = 3m(X) 
and, therefore, 3?:(X) is homeomorphic to 3rn(X). 0 
Lemma 7. If X is a connected metric space which is not unicoherent then there exists 
a map, f : X + S’, from X onto the unit circle S’ which is not homotopic to a constant 
map. 
Given a topological space Y, fi’ (Y; Z) will denote the first tech cohomology group 
with integer coefficients. 
It is known that if X is a locally connected continuum then 3(X) is unicoherent (see 
[ 11, 1.31). We strongly believe that this is always the case. As a step towards to show 
this we prove the following result. 
Theorem 8. If X is a continuum then jbr each n 3 3, each map from 3n (X) into the 
unit circle, S’, is homotopic to a constant map. In particular; we have that .Tn(X) is 
unicoherent for each n 3 3. 
Proof. By Theorem 3, X is homeomorphic to the inverse limit of an inverse sequence of 
compact and connected polyhedra, {P, ~ f,“+’ }. Since each P, is locally connected, we 
have, for each n E N, 3n (P,) is a locally connected continuum and, by [9,2.6], 3n (P,,) 
is unicoherent for every n 3 3. By [7,2.5], we have that each map from 3n(Pm) into S’ 
is homotopic to a constant map, then we obtain that &‘(3n(P,);Z) = 0 (see [5, 8.11). 
By the continuity theorem for tech cohomology (see [18, Theorem 7-7]), we have that 
&’ (3,,(X), Z) = 0. Thus, every map from 3,(X) into S’ is homotopic to a constant 
map (see [5, 8.11). Therefore, by Lemma 7, we have that 3n (X) is unicoherent for each 
n.33. 0 
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Let us observe that because of the previous Theorem and the fact that 2x is unicoherent 
(see [15, (1.176)]) 3(X) is “trapped” between unicoherent continua. 
It is well known that &([O, 11) is homeomorphic to a 2-cell and that C([O, 11) is 
also homeomorphic to a 2-cell, hence, Fz( [0, 11) . h is omeomorphic to C([O, 11). In the 
following result we will show that arcs are the only finite-dimensional continua for which 
that happens. 
Theorem 9. Let X be a finite-dimensional continuum such that C(X) is homeomorphic 
to F*(X) then X is homeomorphic to [0, 11. 
Proof. By [4, proof of Lemma 21, we have that dim(&(X)) < 2(dim(X)). Hence we 
have that dim(C(X)) < 00. Then by the dimension theorem (see [12, Theorem 2.11) we 
have that dim(X) = 1. Hence, 2 < dim(C(X)) = dim(&(X)) < 2. Thus C(X) is 2- 
dimensional. By [16, Theorem l] (see also [lo]), X is atriodic (i.e., X does not contain 
3-ods). Since C(X) is arcwise connected, we have that F*(X) is arcwise connected. 
Hence, by [4, Lemma 2.21, X is arcwise connected. 
If X were not unicoherent then, by [9, proof of Lemma 1.11, there would exist a 
map f:&(X) -+ S’, where S’ is the unit circle in the plane, which is not homotopic 
to a constant map. On the other hand, since &(X) is homeomorphic to C(X) and 
k’(C(X);Z) = 0 ( see [15, (1.174)]), we have that every map from &(X) into S’ 
is homotopic to a constant map (see [5, S.l]), a contradiction. Therefore X must be 
unicoherent. Then, by the Sorgenfrey Theorem (see [ 17]), X is an irreducible continuum 
(i.e., X contains two points such that no proper subcontinuum of X contains both points). 
Therefore, X must be an arc. •I 
One can ask if there exist a finite dimensional continuum X and a positive integer n 
such that C(X) is homeomorphic to Fn(X). We will answer this question in the negative 
in Theorem 12. 
Lemma 10. If X is an arcwise connected continuum containing a sequence i3 = 
{&}$$,, of branch points. Then for any n 3 3 there exist n - 2 elements of t?, a 
tree T containing them, and a tree T’ contained in T such that T \ T’ has at least n 
components. 
Proof. The proof will be done by induction on n. For n = 3 the result is clear. Thus 
suppose the theorem is true for n, and we will prove it for n + 1. 
By induction hypothesis, we have that there exist n - 2 elements of B, say 
b rn,,‘. . , t~,,_~, a tree T in X containing them and a tree T’ in T such that T \ T’ 
has at least n components. Let b,,_, E Z? such that b,,_, $! T (if bk E T for all bk E B, 
then infinitely many of the bk’s would belong to an arc, and then we would be done). 
Let (Y be an irreducible arc between {b,,_,} and T (i.e., Q: is an arc having b,__, as 
an end point and is such that (Y n T consists of a single point). Let {p} = (Y fl T, and 
let y be the irreducible arc between {p} and T’ contained in T if p $ T’. If p E T’, 
then let y = {p}. Since b,,_, is a branch point there exist two small arcs pi and ,&, 
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having b,,_, as an end point such that /?I n cy = /32 n a = /3, n ,l3~ = {bm, _, }, and 
($1 U l-12) n T = 0. Let Tl = T U a U PI U /Ii& and T[ = T’ U y U N. Then Tl and T,’ are 
trees and TI \ T,’ has at least n + 1 components. 0 
Theorem 11. IJ’ X is an arcwise connected continuum which does not contain m-ods 
fbr each m > n, then X contains a free arc. 
Proof. Let us observe that, by Lemma 10, X contains finitely many branch points. 
Let IL : C(X) -+ Z be a Whitney map and let p be a point of X. Define f : X --f Z by 
f(z) = { Zin{p(p) ) /? is an arc from p to 22) E: Z z i: 
Since X does not contain n-ods, there are only finitely many arcs in X joining any two 
of its points. Hence f is well defined. In general f is not continuous, but we will show 
the following: 
If Y is a locally connected subcontinuum of X then fly is continuous. (1) 
To prove this, let y E Y and let E > 0 be given. Let 6 > 0 be such that if IFt(F, G) < d 
then (/L(F) - p(G) 1 < E. Since Y is locally connected, there exists an arcwise connected 
open subset, V, of Y such that 1~ E V c V6p(y) f? Y. Let 2 E V, and let a be an 
arc from 5 to g contained in I/. Let p be an arc from p to z such that f(z) = ,$5’). 
Then f(y) 6 ~(cL. U 0). Since cv U 0 c VS(/~), we have that E(@,~Y U p) < 6. Thus, 
,u(aU8) < p(p) +e. Hence f(y) -f(z) < E. Similarly one proves that f(z) -f(y) < E. 
Therefore fly is continuous. 
For each t E f(X) there exist at most n - 1 points in X whose image under 
f is t. (2) 
To prove this, let t E f(X) and suppose there are 7~ different points, 21,. . , z,, of 
X such that f(q) = f(~) = .. = f(z,) = t. For each k E { 1,. . ,n}, let o!k be 
an arc from p to xk such that f(zk) = P((Y~). We Claim that if j # k then x3 $ ~k. 
If, on the contrary, z:j E (Yk, with j # k, then let ,$ be the subarc of Qk from p to z~j. 
Thus. f(q) < P(&) < b(ak) = f(xk) = f(q), a contradiction. Hence, if j # k then 
x3 4 cll~. Then UT=, ck!k contains an n-od, a contradiction. 
For each t E f(X), f-’ ([0, t]) = At is arcwise connected. (3) 
To show this, let t E f(X), z E At and let a be an arc from p to x such that 
f(x) = P(N). Th en f or every y E ct, we have that f(y) < ~(0) < t and, therefore 
acAt. 
Foreach t E f(X), there exist at most n - 1 points in At such that for any 
point x’ of any arc from p to x, contained in At, f(x’) < f(z) and if z lies 
in an arc from p to some point g E At, contained in At, then f(v) < f(z). 
These points x are called points of local maximality of f in At. (4) 
Suppose 21, . . , x, are n distinct points of local maximality of f in At. For each 
k E { 1. . . . n}, let a,+ be an arc from p to Zk such that f(xk) = p(ak). We claim that 
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if k # j then %k $ “j. Suppose, on the contrary, that k # j and xk E aj. Let Pk be the 
arc from p to Xk contained in cq. Then f(xk) < &k) < p(q) = f(zj). On the other 
hand, since x,+ is a point of local maximality of f in At, and xk lies in c~j, we have that 
f(q) < f(xk). Hence, f(Xk) < f(Xj) < f(xk), a contradiction. Thus, if k # j then 
Xk I$ cq. Then U%, Qk contains an n-od, a contradiction. 
Let us observe that the end points of At are points of local maximality of f in At. 
For each t E f(X), At is a countable union of arcs. (5) 
To prove this, let t E f(X). By (4), there are only finitely many points of local 
maximality of f in At. 
Since X contains only finitely many branch points, At contains only finitely many 
branch points too. Hence there exist finitely many points, say 41, . . . , qr, in At such that 
all the branch points of At are contained in the arcs from p to qJ contained in At, for 
j E {l,... , r}. Without loss of generality we may assume that all the points of local 
maximality of f in At are contained in the set (41, . . . , qT}. Then for each qj we have 
two possibilities: 
(a) there exists a point x E At of local maximality of f such that qj belongs to an 
arc from p to 2, or 
(b) for each arc in At having p as an end point and containing qj no point of local 
maximality of f in At exists. 
Suppose that qj satisfies (b). We may assume that qj is not a branch point. Let cy be 
an arc from p to qj, and let R be the union of all the arcs that have p as an end point and 
contain cy. Let {p,}:‘,, be a countable dense subset of R \ QI. For each m E N, let a, 
be the arc from p to p, containing a. Then R is the union of the arcs Q,. If there were 
a point r in R \ Q not in any cy,, we would consider the arc p from p to T containing 
CY. It follows, by (1) and our assumption, that T must be in the relative interior of an arc 
from p to a point s (otherwise qj would satisfy (a), a contradiction). Since R \ (Y does 
not contain branch points, then each point p, belongs to the arc ,0. However, {P~}%~, 
would not be dense in R \ cr, since no point would be close to s. Therefore 
Since there are only finitely many arcs from p to qj, and there are only finitely many 
arcs. 
P 
Since there are only finitely many points qj and there are only finitely many arcs from 
to any such point, we have that At is a countable union of arcs. 
Let to = sup{f(x) ) x E X}. Let M E N be such that to - l/M > 0. Then 
X = &,, 4,-1/w 
That is, X is a countable union of arcs. By the Baire Category Theorem, we may conclude 
that X contains a free arc. 0 
Theorem 12. Let X be a jinite-dimensional continuum. If n > 3 then &(X) is not 
homeomorphic to C(X). 
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Proof. Let n > 3 and suppose &(X) is homeomorphic to C(X). By [4, proof 
of Lemma 3.11, we have that dim(.Fn(X)) < 7~ dim(X). Hence, we obtain that 
dim(C(X)) < rx). Then dim(X) = 1 (see [12, Theorem 2.11). Thus dim(&(X)) < n. 
On the other hand, since the fibres of the canonical map [ : X” --f Fn(X), given by 
<((.I,, 1 _ . . , z,)) = {xl,. . . , xn} are finite, we have that dim(X”) < dim&(X) (see 
18. Theorem VI 7, pp. 91-921). Since C(X) is arcwise connected, 3;,(X) is arcwise 
connected, and then X is arcwise connected (see [4, Lemma 2.21). On the other hand, 
if o is an arc then dim(&(cu)) = n (see [2, Theorem 31). Hence dim(.&(X)) = n and 
then dim(C(X)) = n. By [16, Theorem 11, X cannot contain (n+ I)-ods (see also [lo]). 
Thus, by Theorem 11, X must contain a free arc, which implies that C(X) contains a 
2-dimensional subset with nonempty interior. But .FrL(X) does not contain 2-dimensional 
subsets with nonempty interior. Therefore .Fn(X) is not homeomorphic to C(X), 0 
Added in the proof. In S. MardeSiC and J. Segal, &-mappings onto polyhedra, Trans. 
Amer. Math. Sot., 109 (1963) 146-164, it is shown that in Theorem 3, we may assume 
that the bonding maps are onto. Hence, using the same techniques as in Theorem 8, 
applying Theorem 1 of [ 141 and Theorem 1.6 of [9] it can be shown the following: Zf 
X is a continuum then r(&(X)) < I, where r(&(X)) is the multicoherence degree of 
32(X). (See 114, p. 2271 for the definition of r-.) 
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